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Abstract
Buying behavior of consumers and decision-making process and criteria of Muslim and non-Muslim consumers are fundamental in spreading the brand of Islamic ethical marketing. Many factors including environment, globalization, purchasing power, consumer population, religious and ethical considerations are essential in increasing the worldwide acceptance of Islamic marketing to all races regardless of religious belief. Hence, the paper attempts to identify the appropriate strategies for presenting these Islamic brands and logos to non-Muslim consumers across the global space. The paper shall provide insight into how Islamic distribution strategies are displayed to every consumer regardless of their faith or cultural practices. The paper likewise builds upon previous scholarly efforts and research outcomes focusing on management approaches and business strategies suitable for increasing the chances of accepting Islamic brands and logos in Muslim and non-Muslim countries. Previous studies helped in understanding the concepts, current business practices, managerial and theoretical perspectives of Islamic branding. The findings indicate that the usage of Islamic brands played a mediating role in strengthening Islamic branded products across non-Muslim countries. Islamic brand was found to create positive impressions about Islam for non-Muslim consumers. It was also discovered that Islamic brands uniquely secured consumers and customers for Islamic products more than non-Islamic products. The study recommends that Islamic marketing designers should build a monitoring logistic to track the level of Islamic product acceptance across the Muslim and non-Muslim world.
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INTRODUCTION

According to Islamic Financial Service (IFS), a service brand is based on values including religious conviction, ethical observance, pricing-interest rates, economic rationality, service quality, product attributes, image and reputation. Religion may be a barrier to Islamic branding, marketing and business, however, consumers need to look beyond religion and focus on the opportunities. In the service context, Islamic branding managers need to build and engage customers with long-term service brands. Engaging customers and consumers with sustainable, long-term and reliable service brands will enable Islamic branding to stand out from another religious branding.  

The Packaging of Islamic products should be protected from any damage that can reduce the quality of the goods. It is less important and unnecessary for Islamic branding to be issued, monitored and produced specifically by a Muslim individual in as much as Islamic regulations and guidance are respected and protected throughout the process. To avoid doubts about the branding of Islamic products, developing government official websites and mobile apps are essential for identifying the used ingredients.  

It is fundamental for Islamic branding to consider the targeted audience and the country of origin. Islamic branding would serve as a convincing factor to gain momentum and retain potential and existing customers. In a Muslim-majority country, Muslims use Islamic branding and logo as underlying criteria for selection. Absolute compliance with Islamic rules may be one of the reasons for consumers’ interest in Islamic branding. Aside from that, the certainty of the country of manufacturing being an Islamic nation may likewise be an additional motivating factor for choosing Islamic branding products. Therefore, this paper seeks to fill the research gaps by ensuring that Islamic branding products are not perceived religiously but beneficially. To broaden the chances of business success, non-Muslim consumers must be considered in presenting and marketing Islamic branding products. 

---

Islamic branding and marketing could simply be understood as practices and offerings that are in line with Islamic teachings and guidelines. The emergence of certifying, evaluating, atomizing, and labelling activities legally and formally give rise to modern cultural phenomena across Muslim and non-Muslim communities. Control factors such as technologies, globalization and consumers have extensively expanded businesses and brands beyond being monitored and regulated by mere religious clergy.

Islamic branding and marketing require dynamic strategic approaches for successful delivery. Following the market opportunities in India and China on one hand, and the massive interest that was shown by their citizens on the other hand it is safe to presume that a bright and productive future is assured for Islamic branding and marketing. Islam-centric business considers economic, consumer and geopolitical imperative for operationalization. Under the economic consideration, geographies, financial value and future sustainability are subjected to scrutiny. As for the consumer base perspective, market size, market value and consumers’ religions are vital. Concerning the geopolitical imperative, political stability, collaborative and co-dependent national brand equities must be weighed and considered.

A brand requires blending rituals, meanings, symbolism, mythology and religious language to deepen its significance and raise its competitive advantage. A brand needs polishing the marketing communications messages because there are some worshippers that extremely believe in a particular faith to the extent that they broadly and extensively interpret the word “God” as a non-religion concept.

Islamic brand is wider in scope than halal because the former focuses on the branding, name, logo and design, while the latter concentrates on mere the product processes and ingredients. An overall evaluation shows that in some cases, products may be Islamic in ingredients while non-Islamic in brand, logo and designs. In recent times, Islamic branding appears to be the most profitable brand among all brands.

---

Several industries including banking, garments, hospitality, pharmaceutical and food industries use Islamic brands for their products in industrial markets. Convincingly, some consumers assume that all products possessing an Islamic logo or branding fulfil Shariah requirements and are Shariah compliant. As a matter of reality, illiteracy and low level of awareness are largely responsible for how many Muslims became a victim of haram consumption.

FACTORS THAT DETERMINE BRAND ACCEPTANCE

Different perceptions of the brand include culture, identity, relation, personality, community, economic and consumer-based perceptive. These perceptions determine the various level of brand acceptance. Hence, the following factors are crucial for brand acceptance:

Social media presentation: social media is an interactive platform that promotes the contents, information and effectiveness of a particular product. Behaviour is a vital element that advertises, limits and justifies the role, essentiality and importance of the proposed product. Across social media platforms, several motives are used to capture and interact with both visible and accessible users. The relationship, manners and active cooperation established by the user through contents are stepwise attempts to measure acceptance.

Social media communication: communication activities on social media platforms influence purchaser’s choices and motivate consumers’ choices. It is the contents of the communication and information composed for consumers that determine their decision for the products. This tells about the increasing importance of social communication on consumers’ attitudes, behaviour, usage satisfaction, purchases and buying intentions and decisions.

Halal certification: may motivate Muslim consumers to purchase a particular product, most especially, if the product ingredients are in line with Shariah principles. A deeper understanding of the process, materials, operations, distribution, manufacturing and all the supply chain procedure of the product is

---


necessary for Muslim consumers\textsuperscript{15}. Halal certification retains the products and brand on one edge and protects the company that produces such products on the other edge for Muslim consumers because customers would indeed have belief and trust in that company and their products at all times\textsuperscript{16}.

**Packaging:** Packaging is an additional instrument to the relevancy of Islamic branding as it attracts consumers to purchase the products. Packaging conveys values and product characteristics to consumers\textsuperscript{17}. Pospisil et al. (2020) confirmed that packaging broadly promotes products\textsuperscript{18}. Packaging can appear in different forms, it may be visual or non-visual. Waheed et al. (2018) see colours and fonts as attractive packaging strategy for winning the heart of consumers\textsuperscript{19}. Yulianingsih, Syah and Anindita (2019) argued that product packaging goes beyond display design\textsuperscript{20}. Product packaging influences consumers’ mindset towards the value of a product. According to Sweeney & Soutar (2001), products are valued by consumers through emotion, quality and social price\textsuperscript{21}. Consumers access a product’s usefulness based on customers’ perception of that product\textsuperscript{22}. Bigoin-Gagnan & Lacoste-Badie (2018) upheld that some customers prefer appealing and attractive packaging. Some consumers may also value emotional and visually attractive packaging. Consumers’ feelings and satisfaction with packaging generate interest and intention for purchasing\textsuperscript{23}.

Attitude is indeed a significant factor that could be affected through packaging. Lee et al. (2019) contended that attitude plays an important role in the context of purchasing products\textsuperscript{24}. Clark et al.’s (2021) inferred that attitude and emotions convey informational messages for purchasing products\textsuperscript{25}. As argued by Saptasari and Aji (2020), value, social and quality affect the attitude to purchase a product. It has been established that emotional value has a connection with purchasing attitude and intention\textsuperscript{26}. A positive


attitude toward purchasing a product will definitely be developed by a Muslim consumer in the presence of Islamic-branded visual packaging.

Through visual packaging, the consumer’s intention is developed and sealed. While Benachenhou et al. (2018) contended that visual packaging influences purchase intention, Waheed et al.’s (2018) found that packaging colour, and packaging attributes including font style attract customers. Toward convincing the purchaser’s intention, the researchers concluded that complete product information, packaging attributes and packaging visuals are essential. Akbari et al. (2018) discovered that Islamic symbols on product packaging enhance the chances of winning the purchaser’s intention to purchase a product. Although, Bakar et al. (2013) submitted that symbols and packaging like swords, rosaries and mosques convince consumers’ intention toward purchasing a product.

WAYS TO CONVINCE NON-MUSLIMS WITH ISLAMIC BRANDED PRODUCTS

There is a need to increase the design, packaging and presentation of Islamic branding in such a way that suits Muslim and non-Muslim consumers. The managers of Islamic branding must consider developing visually attractive products; emotionally valuable products and graphically designed logos. Islamic branding shall continuously remain relevant if its designs and packaging are accompanied by modern ideas and creativities. The frequency and consistency of a particular Islamic brand guarantee competitive advantage and consumer acceptance of the product. This is possible when consumers are satisfied with the quality, features and characteristics of the product.

Islamic branding is a promising strategy for customer retention rather than customer acquisition. Gaining a consumer’s minds with brand design is an additional advantage and influential factor for promoting Islamic branding to non-Muslims. One of the effects of perfecting the logo and design of Islamic branding is that it enhances the market share of the organization and brings higher revenue to the manufacturer. A brand could be a unique assurance for the long-term existence of the company that owns the Islamic branding design.

Islamic branding can also be enhanced by observing religious restrictions, improving product packaging and developing products with uncommon characteristics. Customers’ knowledge and awareness about products produced by the company provide a huge opportunities for their brands in the marketplace. Positive details and a good reputation of a company producing a particular product or brand retain

---

customers for the company for a long-term period. In essence, the brand facilitates countless benefits for the organization and strengthens the good relationship between the organization and the customers.

Product pricing and the pricing strategy used for a product brand are a systematic ways of either managing or losing customers. Islamic brands may be less-attractive to the targeted customers alongside the wrong selection of suitable prices to market the product. Additionally, product promotional offers have far-reaching benefits toward engaging and attracting a large number of customers. This is another strategy for motivating customers to any products produced by the company.

Any company producing halal products and services is indeed expected to keep Muslim consumers for quite a long, thus significantly increasing people’s attention to Islamic branding and religion. Acquiring customers’ trust might likewise be an important attribute to developing Islamic branding as customers’ commitment to that brand become stronger when they believe that the company will never manufacture any product other than fully Islamic-compliance products.

**METHODODOLOGY OF THE STUDY**

The researcher obtained and gathered the data through observational and literature review approaches. The observations were viewed from the attitude, intention and behaviour of non-Muslim consumers toward Halal and Islamic branding products, most especially, across non-Muslim societies. The population of the observational study comprises both Muslim and non-Muslim consumers of Islamic branding products.

**FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION**

Following to the high market pressure, business environment challenges and the increasing number of antagonisms against the emergence of halal and Islamic branding products, there is a need for ensuring that Islamic branding is introduced and presented in such a way that merits and increase the attention of non-Muslim consumers because ignorant to that direction may lead to losing profits and consumers. The ultimate objective of the managers of the Islamic brands is to focus on achieving dynamic customers, not mere Islamic-faith consumers. Since loyalty to Islamic brands has a significant impact on retaining Muslim consumers, it is however necessary to enhance the marketing strategies of Islamic branding so that it can also be attractive to non-Muslim consumers.

The relationship between Islamic brand products, customer retention and consumer increment was found positive. By improving the quality, characteristics and uniqueness of Islamic brands; perfecting the price; and colouring the promotional tactics, companies retain long-term customers. More emphasis on Islamic brand characteristics will attain sustainable and competitive advantage for the company.
An important focus of any company or organization is to identify the factors that increase profits and sustain customers. The outcome of this study points to the fact that the managers of Islamic brands should concentrate more on the packaging, design, logo and characteristics of Islamic branding products. The concept of Islamic branding is increasingly gaining momentum worldwide, thus may be a meaningful strategy for winning the minds of non-Muslim consumers.
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